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Use AI to Intelligently Reduce Network Alarms:

Today’s Reality:

Network Operations Centers (NOCs) continue to face a losing battle; it’s impossible 

to manage the millions of alarms they receive everyday.  How can they find the 

really important alarms when they are drowned out by the noise?  The volume is 

overwhelming and there is not enough time to deal with each one. With too many 

alarms to handle, NOCs employ alarm suppression techniques based on rules 

and filters to reduce the overall numbers; however this causes many subsequent 

problems: 

All of these rules and filters need to be updated manually, which leads to an 

on-going rules-maintenance nightmare. Static rules often miss complex alarm 

signatures where an alarm may be innocuous in isolation, but may be meaningful 

when occurring in a specific context of other alarms. Similarly, static rules are ill-

suited to dynamic service provider environments where alarms which are noise 

one day, may become important diagnostics as the network topology or network 

element software changes. A better way is needed.

The Guavus AI Solution:

Guavus uses advanced analytics and AI to understand which alarms are truly 

important and will actually impact customer experience.  It correlates alarms 

and network incident tickets to learn which alarm signatures lead to incidents. 

Rather than using static rules and thresholds, Guavus uses machine learning to 

continuously analyze and redefine which alarms are important.  As the network 

changes, the system automatically learns and adapts.  Manual suppression 

techniques are now obsolete. The rule-management nightmare is over.

Guavus Alarm IQ equips NOC teams to be more effective by:  (1) reducing alarm 

volume, eliminating redundant alarms through grouping of related alarms and 

suppressing noisy alarms, (2) prioritizing alarms based on those most likely to 

lead to an network incident, and (3) establishing relationships between alarms to 

identify which alarms typically proceed others, thereby automatically isolating true 

root issues.

Guavus Alarm IQ uses AI to automatically identify and prioritize the alarms which 

truly need to be addressed, thereby dramatically reducing the mean time to 

understand and resolve service-impacting issues.

Guavus Alarm IQ 
Network Alarm Management

FEATURES
Prioritization of alarms based 
on customer impact, improving 
operations efficiency 

90%+ Alarm noise reduction 
through auto-clearing of noisy 
alarms 

Root issue detection and 
consolidation of alarms to 
identify and focus on the issues 
rather than symptoms

True incidents uncovered 
through improved alarm visibility 
and prioritization

AI-Based incident prediction of 
which alarms lead to incidents, 
allows NOC teams to pinpoint 
critical issues

Machine learning models 
that adapt as alarm patterns 
change without on-going rules 
maintenance headaches

Bayesian network analysis used 
to establish relationships between 
alarms

Integration to 3rd party 
software via push and pull APIs
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Outputs:

Updates to alarm stream

Prioritized alerts for alarms 
predicted to lead to incidents

Alarm auto-dismissal

Auto-generation of network 
incident tickets

Sample Data Sources:

Network incident tickets

Network alarms
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Guavus Alarm IQ  Datasheet

BENEFITS:
• 90%+ reduction in alarms

• Auto-dismiss noisy alarms

• 84%+ reduction in Mean Time to Understand (MTTU) issues

• Dramatic increase in discovery of truly impactful alarms

• No need for programming and maintenance of static rules

FEATURES & FUNCTIONS:
• Automatically de-prioritize alarms that are just adding noise

• Correlate & group alarms based on root issue to reduce alarm overload

• Prioritize alarms based on customer impact using advanced analytics

• Automatic periodic model retraining and model adjustment for accurate 
incident prediction

• Interfaces with standard OSS tools such as Netcool and Remedy
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